Earlier accounts have generally overvalued or undervalued the role of the Jesuits in Ming-Qing intellectual life. In many cases the Jesuits were less relevant in the ongoing changes occurring in literati learning. In the medical field, for example, before the nineteenth century few Qing physicians (ruyi ) took early modern European "Galenic" medicine seriously as a threat to native remedies. On the other hand, the Kangxi revival of interest in mathematics was closely tied to the introduction of Jesuit algebra (jiegen fang ), trigonometry ( sanjiao xue ), and logarithyms (duishu ). In the midst of the relatively "closed door" policies of the Yongzheng emperor and his successors, a large-scale effort to recover and collate the treasures of ancient Chinese mathematics were prioritized in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.
IV. Final Comments
Earlier accounts have generally overvalued or undervalued the role of the Jesuits in Ming-Qing intellectual life. In many cases the Jesuits were less relevant in the ongoing changes occurring in literati learning. In the medical field, for example, before the nineteenth century few Qing physicians (ruyi ) took early modern European "Galenic" medicine seriously as a threat to native remedies. Instead, most were determined to pierce the veil of Song metaphysical and cosmological systems that since the Jin and Yuan periods had been inscribed in the theory and practice of traditional Chinese medicine. They sought to recapture the pristine meanings formulated in the medical classics of antiquity. They called into question the dominant framework of analysis, which Jin-Yuan-Ming physicians, following Song precedents, had enshrined as the theoretical norm in medical texts and casebooks. 1 On the other hand, the Kangxi revival of interest in mathematics was closely tied to the introduction of Jesuit algebra (jiegen fang ), trigonometry (sanjiao xue ), and logarithyms ( duishu ). As a result, Mei Juecheng (1681-1763) and others realized that they no longer had access to many of the works originally included in the medieval Ten Computational Classics (Shibu suanjing ). Moreover, in addition to the Sea Mirror of Circular Measurement (Ceyuan haijing ) of 1248, which was the oldest extant work on the "single unknown"
(tianyuan shu ) technique for algebra, the seminal works of Song-Yuan literati mathematicians on polynomial algebra (siyuan shu ) were unavailable in Mei Wending's (1633-1721) time.
In the midst of the relatively "closed door" policies of the Yongzheng emperor and his successors, a large-scale effort to recover and collate the treasures of ancient Chinese mathematics were prioritized in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. In addition to famous scholars such as Dai Zhen (1724-1777), Qian Daxin (1728-1804), Ruan Yuan (1764-1849), and Jiao Xun (1763-1820) who stressed mathematics in their research, the editing of ancient mathematical texts and the continued digesting of European mathematical knowledge was carried out by a series of literati mathematicians who were also active in evidential studies (kaozheng xue ). Through the recovery and collation of ancient mathematical texts, the alleged superiority of Jesuit mathematics was increasingly disparaged by Qing scholars who appealed to the "Chinese origins of Western Learning" (Xixue Zhongyuan ) as a historical reality and not just a political tactic to justify calendrical reform.
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Despite setbacks during the early eighteenth century Rites Controversy, the Jesuits in China remained important "experts" ( ) in the Astro-Calendric Bureau () and supervisors in the Qing dynasty's imperial workshops. The technical expertise of the Jesuits in the China mission during the eighteenth century also ranged from translating Western texts and maps, introducing surveying methods to producing cannon, pulley systems, sundials, telescopes, water-pumps, musical instruments, clocks, and other mechanical devices. Their European enemies accused the Jesuits of making themselves useful to local rulers for their personal advantage rather than in the name of Christianity. Adam Schall (1592-1666) and Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688) not only championed the role of mathematics in Christianizing literati elites, but they also produced instruments and weapons at the behest of both the Ming and Qing dynasties. While in Beijing, for example, the French Jesuits Michel Benoist and Jean-Joseph-Marie Amiot interested themselves in electricity. In 1755 they sent a report of their tests to St. Petersburg. Such experiments were kept secret. In 1773, Benoist demonstrated an air pump to the Qianlong emperor, who decided that the proper name for the device would be a "pipe to wait for the qi" (houqi tong ), a reference to the perennial efforts by the Astro-Calendric Bureau to determine the onset of spring by measuring the qi emanating from the earth, which the Kangxi emperor had ridiculed early in his reign. 4 In 1645, for instance, Schall had gone through the motions of submitting a report about the "waiting for the qi" (houqi ) procedures used by the Bureau to determine the onset of spring within a fortnightly period, whose precise timing was one of the Bureau's charges. "Waiting for the qi" was a technique for measuring the earth's emanations that had changed over time. It had switched from a method to establish the correct dimensions of the musical pitch pipes, whose ratios were used for weights and measures, to one measuring the onset of the fortnightly periods. The procedures associated with "waiting for the qi" involved burying twelve musical pitch pipes of graduated lengths in a sealed chamber and filling the pipes with ashes produced by burning the pith of a reed. In antiquity it had been believed that when the sun entered the second fortnight of any month, the earth's qi as a seminal force would rise and expel the ashes from the pipes.
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When Yang Guangxian (1597-1669) br ought his famous 1664 suit against the Jesuits, their attitude toward "waiting for the qi" as a means to determine auspicious dates ( = "hemerology") became a focus of Yang's attacks. Yang accused Schall of relying on his own calculations and ignoring the old system to determine the onset of spring. When Schall replied that system had been in decline and was no longer used by his predecessors in the Ming Astro-Calendric Bureau, however, the court noted that he had earlier ascertained the onset of spring by using the "waiting for the qi" method. The Kangxi regents were unhappy with Schall's pretences, because they meant that the timing of the onset of spring had never really been verified based on the old system.
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The political background for Yang Guangxian's anti-Christian attacks makes it clear that the role of the Astro-Calendric Bureau in determining auspicious days had continued under the Jesuits, much to the dissatisfaction of other Catholic orders in China who were opposed to astrology and hoped to Christianize imperial "time." Schall had underestimated how the intertwining of astronomy, "waiting for the qi" traditions, and yin-yang numerology in telling fortunes and determining auspicious days might ensnare the Jesuit mission in a calendrical battle where predicting eclipses would not be the key issue. These claims suggested that the Jesuits were organizing converts to plot against the dynasty.
In late 1668 Verbiest, as Schall's successor in the Bureau, was able to make the case that "using reed pipes and flying ashes" was no way to measure the twenty-four fortnightly periods of the year. Verbiest argued that the onset of spring was determined by the intersection of the sun with the equatorial, a completely different orientation from Yang's focus on "waiting for the qi." The Kangxi emperor endorsed Verbiest's calculations, but the Jesuits still had to follow traditions associated with the cosmological and ritual aspects of the calendar. We will see that the Kangxi emperor also relied on Verbiest and the Jesuits to mediate between the Qing and Russian empires when their geographic borders expanded in the 1670s and 1680s.
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After 1670, the Jesuits depended almost exclusively on Manchu imperial patronage of their technical expertises and not on the support of Chinese literati. The opposite had been the case in the late Ming when literati had been the order's stalwarts and sanctioned the quest for converts. Literati scholars who were leaders in the eighteenth century turn toward evidential studies recognized the importance of European studies, particularly mathematics and astronomy, but remained suspicious of the Jesuits' motives in coming to China. ods with data collection and organization. As research pushed forward in the eighteenth century, Asian and Chinese continental geography became a key discipline.
I. Mensuration and
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Despite the internal turn of this research away from concern with maritime lands far from China, achievements in geographical knowledge during this period were still evident in military defense and historical and descriptive geography, particularly along the Qing borders with Russia, Zungharia, and Kashgaria in Siberia and Central Asia. In addition, the cultural construction of Mukden (Shenyang ) and its environs as the exclusive homeland of the Manchus was achieved in part through the mapping of the area under Jesuit direction. The mapping of Manchuria began circa 1690 in the aftermath of negotiations with the Russians to determine the boundaries of the Amur River in northeast Asia.
Such achievements lent themselves to the cumulation of geographical knowledge. To be sure, the Americas were still depicted as parts of the Asian land mass north of Great Wall in a Chinese world map circa 1743, which was based on Liang Zhou's 1593 world map. Moreover, Phillipe Foret 's account of the planning for the Manchu summer capital in Chengde () and for other imperial sites demonstrates how European cartographic technologies could coexist with earlier Chinese geographic practices such as the geomancy informing cartography, landscape architecture, and urban arrangements. The geography of the Qing empire was intertwined with Tibetan Buddhism, and this relationship was an essential component of Manchu expansion into Central Asia. That expansion, as we will see below, also required a substantial investment in state-of-the-art mapping techniques from Europe to delineate accurately the Russo-Chinese border in the eighteenth century. Early Manchu rulers recognized the need for better records for land use and taxation. In 1646, a cadastral survey was undertaken, but its geographic inadequacies were recognized. When the Russians appeared in force along the northern frontier in the seventeenth century, the Manchu court and Chinese officials required more accurate geopolitical information to deal with the latest threats to the empire. After the Tungusic chief Gantimur defected from the Qing in 1670 to allegedly Russian territory, the Russians quickly took advantage.
A crisis in Sino-Russian relations ensued from the 1670s to 1690s, when the Manchus learned that the Russians had already built a fortress in 1654 along the Amur River at Nerchinsk in Gantimur's native region. The Kangxi emperor refused any further trade or diplomatic relations with Russia until the deadlock was resolved. Meanwhile, the Russians and Zunghar Mongols both expanded their interests in the northwest while the Qing was preoccupied in the south and southwest during the Revolt of Three Feudatories from 1673 to 1681. Much like late Ming calendar reform, Qing recognition of its geographic needs preceded the European contributions to Chinese cartography. The changing borders threatened the Manchu homeland.
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During the Rites Controversy, the Manchu court was embroiled simultaneously in military threats from Zunghars and Russians along the borders of the empire in Central Asia, which introduced new elements into the storm over the Jesuits and their loyalty to the Qing dynasty. For example, when the Russian mission was allowed into Beijing in 1676 to negotiate trading agreements and population movements, Ferdinand Verbiest was involved. The lack of a clear boundary in the Amur River area and the ambiguous claims to sovereignty in the area later led to the treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689, negotiated by the French Jesuit Gerbillon, which demarcated the frontiers between the Qing and Russia.
Jesuits and Mapping the Qing Empire
The Jesuits and others were commissioned to provide the necessary data that would enable Qing leaders to stem the tide of Russian infiltration into Manchu and Mongolian homelands. The geographical knowledge that accrued during this time was an important addition to earlier information of foreign lands. In the process, the Kangxi court's awareness of the actual geographical divisions of the Sino-Russian frontier slowly came apace of their long-standing knowledge of and interest in Southeast Asia.
Verbiest, however, seems to have secretly provided Russian missions with maps and descriptions of the border region with Siberia, which included the locations of Manchu forces obtained from Russian deserters. Because Russian expansion in Siberia challenged Qing power, the Jesuits thereafter had limited access to the most sensitive frontier areas of the Qing empire when the survey for the Kangxi Atlas was carried out. Territorial claims and dynastic security compelled the Qing court to hire only those Jesuits who did not intend to return to their native lands. The dynasty avoided circulating such information too widely in and outside of China. By 1727, Qing knowledge of the region of Amuria was seen in light of the realities of Russian penetration into Siberia. 16 The geographical ambitions of the empires of the Qing dynasty, Imperial Russia, and the Mongol Zunghars in Central Asia led to the redrawing of the frontier boundaries between Russia and the Qing in the region and the crushing of the autonomous state of Zungharia in 1760 by Qing armies. Peter Perdue has noted how eighteenth century Central Asian borders were constructed through three stages: 1) military confrontation; 2) negotiated treaties; and 3) symbolic representation on maps. The Qing dynasty, Zungharia, and Russia each produced important new maps of unprecedented scale and accuracy as political and ideological weapons in their struggle for control of Central Asia.
When Russia and China defined their mutual borders in the treaties of Nerchinsk in 1689 and Kiakhta in 1727, new surveying techniques for cartography were applied by both to the newly defined borders. In addition, new classification systems and ethnographic atlases to control the movements of refugees, nomads, tribes, traders, soldiers, and other mobile groups across the borders were compiled. Both sides used tax and land registers, censuses, border patrols, passports, and visas to keep people from moving freely across the borders. Each also applied seventeenth century European technical knowledge that was transmitted through the Jesuits to survey their new territories.
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The Kangxi emperor, like Louis XIV(r. 1643-1715), mapped his entire empire out of strategic concern. The Jesuits produced their first survey of Beijing in 1700, which the emperor checked. Later, he asked for a survey of portions of the Great Wall in 1707. In 1710 further surveys along the Amur river helped mark the strategic bases on the border with Russia. The Kangxi Atlas attempted to systematize the Qing dynasty's knowledge of its imperial territories and rationalize its claims vis-à-vis the Zunghars and Russians.
The Manchu homelands were surveyed between 1709 and 1712 and a complete map of greater Mukden, i.e. "Manchuria" (), was produced. The atlas and its subsequent Qianlong era revisions shared features that were consistent with contemporary European maps. They left out pictorial elements and drew on astronomical observations to calculate longitude and latitude based on a precise scale. Hostetler interprets such developments in light of Qing evidential studies and the change in research epistemologies that affected scholarly views of geography in the late seventeenth century, a time when government interests increasingly focused on internal military defense and historical and descriptive geography. In the original maps, however, "China" () and the "Qing empire" ( ) were not co- In 1698, Peter had already commissioned a survey of his new territories, and new maps for an atlas were completed in 1701, although full surveys of the empire were not formally initiated until 1727 by Catherine the Great. For France, the Qing, and Russia, the requirement of better maps was tied to imperial expansion. New surveying and mapmaking techniques were essential. In the midst of Russian expansion into Siberia the Qing empire more than doubled in size from 1660 to 1760 in a global context of population growth and colonial exploration and expansion. 21 The Kangxi surveys were quickly completed by 1717, while French surveys took until 1744 to accomplish. The Qianlong revisions of the 1717 survey were finished in 1755, while the second edition of the French survey appeared in 1788. Similarly, the Russian imperial atlas, which followed the French national survey, appeared in 1745. Peter the Great used cartography and his European experts, who were also hired to explore the North Pacific, to put Russia on the map of eighteenth century Europe. The Kangxi Atlas, for instance, had decisively changed European mapmaking when the Jesuit maps first arrived in France in 1725 and the new information was digested in Paris, London, and elsewhere.
Similarly, the latest mapping technology was effective for the Qing in legitimating and consolidating the empire, and became the basis for China's modern territorial claims in the twentieth century. The Kangxi emperor's gift of his survey to Peter in 1721 indicated a desire to apprise Russia of Qing sovereignty and cartographic sophistication. It did not record all the strategic information the Qing had about the northern border areas, however.
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More importantly, the Kangxi emperor sought peace with the Russians to free his hand in wars with the Zunghar Mongols in Central Asia. By neutralizing Russia, the Qing court prevented a possible Russo-Zunghar alliance against them. Hence, when the Russians demanded the principle of equality at the Nerchinsk peace negotiations, the Manchus did not allow ceremonial difficulties to interfere with their primary diplomatic task.
The emperor relented on the usual Qing ceremonial claim of imperial superiority when dealing with bordering states. Accordingly, the Treaty of Nerchinsk represented a compromise in which the marking out of the frontier was more favorable to the Manchus, while the Russians kept Nerchinsk. In addition, the Manchus conceded that trade could be initiated by either side, and each could cross the border with passports. Furthermore the problem of the repatriation of fugitives was settled.
As an instrument of diplomacy, the economic concessions made by the Qing government in the 1689 treaty proved their political worth when the leader of Zungharia, Galdan(1644-1697), proposed an alliance with the Russians in 1690. Joint military action against the Manchus was now impossible, however, because the Russians were bound by treaty with the Qing. The Kangxi emperor was left free to eliminate the Zunghar threat, which he did in 1696. Galdan's death in 1697 eliminated the Mongols as a potentially divisive third force in Central Asia.
In 1718, the Russians contemplated full normalization of Sino-Russian relations during Rites Controversy, which was damaging Jesuit and Catholic interests in China. Peter the Great, for example, expelled the Jesuits from Russia in 1719 and tried to install a Russian "bishop" in Beijing in 1722. Russian authorities unsuccessfully kept this effort secret from the Manchus and the Jesuit enemies of the Greek Orthodox Church in Beijing, but Qing suspicions prevented the appointment. Subsequently in 1728, the Zunghar threat against the Manchus in Turkestan and Tibet revived. Again, the Manchus eliminated the threat through the Zunghar wars in the 1750s, which were facilitated by the Treaty of Kiakhta that ended Russian interference. Since 1727, the Kiakhta treaty had established officially supervised trade in Amuria that stabilized the Russian-Qing frontier until the nineteenth century.
The Qianlong reign brought a complete victory over the Zunghars and the incorporation of Ili in the far northwest by the Qing in 1755. Manchu military victories led to Qing overconfidence vis-à-vis the Russians, which generated a ban on trade caravans to Beijing from Russia after 1755. Qing success in Central Asia in the eighteenth century thus occurred in the context of Russian expansion into Amuria. Through compromise and accommodation, Russian interests in trade and Manchu interests in Central Asia were negotiated. Diplomacy, warfare, and timely mapping of strategic frontiers enabled the Qing dynasty to incorporate major portions of Amuria, Zungharia, and Kashgaria at the expense of the Mongols, Uighurs, Kazaks, Tajiks, and Russians. Before the Napoleonic Wars were resolved in Britain's favor, the Qing court and its literati continued to co-opt certain aspects of European learning and artistic expertise. For example, Jesuits remained as court clockmakers and geometers, and a Jesuit, usually Swiss, was always in charge of the imperial clock collection in the eighteenth century. When compared to the industrializing tendencies in Britain and France, the imperial workshops in Qing China, like the Academy of Mathematics under the Kangxi emperor, were never breakthroughs to European-style science and technology.
Such workshops were, however, evidence for the important role of Jesuits working with Chinese artisans in manufacturing clocks, porcelain, glass, and building pavilions and gardens during the late empire. Interestingly, when the Macartney mission presented clocks and watches to the court to demonstrate British inventiveness, the Qianlong emperor was not particularly impressed and rejected any official trade with Britain. His haughty imperial tone belied his extensive collecting and reproducing European manufactures and clockwork at home. The French and Swiss Jesuits' expertise in mathematics, astronomy, cartography, and clock making was connected to the unprecedented degree of precision in their time and space measurements. When the Kangxi emperor commissioned the Jesuits to survey the entire empire between 1708 and 1717, the required mapping was accomplished in collaboration with official Chinese astronomers and Manchu officials. Chinese clockmakers were trained because the Kangxi emperor also thought clock making skills were worth appropriating. Chinese who worked under Jesuits were expected eventually to make native clocks.
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According to Catherine Pagani, mechanical clocks in early modern Europe were a metaphor for God's maintenance of the universe. In an age when a mechanistic view of nature was emerging, Europeans believed that the mastery of clock mechanics would lead to better understanding of God's design of the world. The Jesuits accepted this view, but they also recognized that when mechanical clocks were presented to potentates at home and abroad, this act of gift giving gained them access to high places in the papal court as well as in the Chinese empire. Their skills as architects and glassmakers paralleled their careers as calendricists and clock makers in late imperial China.
Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) believed, for example, that he had gained admission to the Wanli court by presenting a clock and repeating watch to the Ming emperor, a tactic which followed established European gift-giving practices. When Johann Terrenz Schreck (1576-1630) and Wang Zheng it represented the first work in Chinese that provided information about European escapement techniques for delivering power at regular intervals to move the train of wheelwork inside a timepiece. Subsequently, the Wanli emperor had his eunuchs work with the Jesuits to master the art of repairing the clocks he had been presented.
In late seventeenth century, the Kangxi emperor established a number of workshops that manufactured luxury items under the auspices of the Office of Manufacture in the imperial household. These were modeled after the French Academy. Mentioned in palace documents of 1689 and 1692, the workshops were at the outset staffed by Jesuits and workmen from Guangdong province. After the imperial workshops were formally established in 1693, there may have been as many as thirty-one shops. Most clocks in the eighteenth century were completed in shops inside the Forbidden City. An Office of Clock Manufacture was subsequently created in 1723, which lasted until 1879 when the last list of clocks in the court was compiled.
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Three major sites were operating in 1756 under the Office of Manufacture within the Imperial Household Department. There, clockmakers, painters, and engravers worked in the decorative arts using enamels and glass for the clocks. The Lofty Pavilion gardens () also served as venue for clock-making. In 1752, for instance, Amiot mentioned that the Jesuits prepared a hemicyclical mechanical theater clock with three scenes, which was built for the empress dowager's sixtieth birthday and remained in the Lofty Pavilion. Manchu and Chinese interest in elaborate mechanical clockwork, as in Europe, clearly represented the linkage of imperial power and prestige. 27 Five European horologists were working in Beijing in 1701 during the Kangxi reign. Under the Qianlong emperor, eleven Jesuits built clocks in the imperial workshops. By 1800, Chinese artisans were proficient enough to make mechanical clocks themselves, and the role of missionaries in the production process was limited. The end of the Jesuit order was also an important reason. Outside of Beijing, for instance, imperial clock making workshops were also established in Suzhou and Hangzhou.
The native industry for clocks served as an effective form of tribute among Qing officials. Such modest levels of industrial production by native artisans were monopolized by the court and its literati elites. Production in the provinces was controlled by Chinese merchant guilds. The popularity of mechanical watches among Chinese elites mirrored imperial taste in the eighteenth century. Mechanical clocks were mentioned in novels such as Dream of the Red Chamber (), where owning one reinforced the high status of the Jia family. workshops in the Lofty Pavilion gardens in the northern suburbs of Beijing , where since 1712-1713 astronomical and mathematical work also carried out. Production also continued at the Jesuit glass workshop into the Qianlong era, when two additional Jesuits joined the imperial glass workshops in 1740. Glass production reached its high point when the Jesuits became involved in constructing European-style palaces and gardens for the Lofty Pavilion gardens in the 1750s.
European-style glassware was produced for display in the elaborate buildings that the Qianlong emperor asked Giuseppe Castiglione (1688-1766) and others to design for him. Castiglione's designs for Gabriel-Leonard de Brossard's carved glass and enamels were also prominently displayed in the palaces of the Forbidden City (). Chinese decorative themes were connected with European illustrative skills for shading and perspective to adorn glassware. By 1766, the Qianlong emperor had turned the Lofty Pavilion gardens into a treasure house of gardens, pavilions, paintings, glassware, porcelains, and furniture, whose artistic merits and technical prowess were of the highest standards. was knowledgeable in mathematics and hydraulics, as many Jesuits were, he was able to present the emperor with a model fountain, which the court quickly authorized Castiglione to build alongside the Baroque style palatial buildings. 33 The garden designers and builders were entirely Jesuits, with Castiglione playing the most prominent role. They were well prepared for their task in Beijing because in contemporary Rome the popes had glorified themselves and the Church via an ambitious scale of building palaces, piazzas, and fountains throughout the old city, which had been supervised by the clergy. The mid-eighteenth century was also a time when the impact of chinoiserie style architecture, gardens, and lakes on European rulers and aristocrats led to the construction in Europe of Chinese style rooms, gardens and pagodas, such as the 1762 garden and pavilion in Wales designed by the architect Sir William Chambers for the Princess Dowager Augusta. 34 When the first pavilion was completed in 1747, the Qianlong emperor indicated his pleasure, according to Benoist. Located on sixty-five acres, the European section () of the Lofty Pavilion gardens was 750 meters long and 70 meters wide when completed and stood at the northern end of the Long Spring Garden () inside the Lofty Pavilion's massive grounds. The second phase of the European section inside the Lofty Pavilion took another eight years to complete. 35 A three-story palatial building designed by the Italian Jesuit architect Ferinando Moggi was known as the Belvedere () when completed in 1759. Built in a crescent shape evoking Islam, it had marble balustrades enclosed by a moat. After entering from the bronze outdoors stairway that rose up to the second floor, one encountered two tall stone tablets with Arabic inscriptions. The front door resembled that at St. Andrea Al Quirinale in Rome and faced a marble bridge with flamboyant balustrades across from a moat that lead to a smaller garden.
To the east a thirty-six room pavilion was named the Sea Calming Hall () when completed in 1781. The largest structure built in the European section, it was likely modeled on Court of Honor at Versailles. It housed a reservoir with goldfish under a glass ceiling. A room on each side contained hydraulic machines to pump the water in the reservoir and feed the outside fountains and cascades. Nearby stood a triple gateway each with triumphal arches that resembled the Triumphal Arch in Paris. 36 The pavilions, fountains, and arches designed by the Jesuits comprised about one-fifth of the Lofty Pavilion. For such a large-scale project, they were required to supervise many Chinese artisans, builders, and masons, whose architectural talents were indispensable for constructing the European section using Chinese materials and tools. Hence, the Baroque models that the Jesuits designed melded with Renaissance, French, and Rococo styles that the imperial laborers also reproduced. Elements of Chinese garden architecture, such as the inclusion of "Lake Tai stones" () and bamboo pavilions, were added to the mix of buildings in the European section, which included roof tiles in native yellow, green, and blue colors. 
IV. Final Comments
The leaders of the 1793 Macartney mission defined their historical role vis-à-vis their Jesuit predecessors by presenting Great Britain, and thus themselves, to the Manchu court and Chinese literati as the mechanical leaders of Europe and as enthusiastic teachers of their new scientific knowledge. Lord Macartney believed that the gifts that he had brought, chief among them a solar planetarium synchronized by "the most ingenious mechanism that had ever been constructed in Europe," were more sophisticated than the armillary spheres, mechanical clocks, and telescopes that had previously been introduced by the Jesuits. He also thought that such gifts would convince the Qianlong emperor of Britain's dominance in science and technology. 39 Furthermore, when members of the Macartney mission visited the imperial glass making workshop in 1793-1794, one of them noted that the site was now neglected. After Brossard's death in 1758, production at the Jesuit workshop had declined. Subsequently in 1827 all missionary property was confiscated, and in 1860 the Lofty Pavilion gardens were destroyed by Lord Elgin's troops who had taken Beijing during the second Opium War and forced the imperial court to flee to their summer retreat in Chengde. The planetarium Macartney delivered had attracted some interest, but his obser- vation of Chinese "ignorance" misleadingly convinced him that diplomatic success would naturally follow once British cultural superiority and scientific expertise were transmitted to the emperor. 40 The Macartney mission may have been a harbinger of things to come, but neither Lord Macartney nor the Qianlong emperor could foresee what the industrial revolution in England would yield in terms of British military superiority and Protestant evangelism in nineteenth century China. We should not read the events of the first and second Opium Wars back into the eighteenth century. Qianlong arrogance encoded in the emperor's infamous 1793 edict to King George III (r. 1760-1820), and British imperialism were inseparable. Qing China did not yet require "ingenious objects" or "manufactures" from England anymore than India did before Manchester mills dislodged the Indian cottage industry. Indeed, the Jesuits had already provided the court and literati with ingenious clocks, fountains, palaces, and glass works.
Moreover, the Chinese were masters of porcelain while in the late eighteenth century Europeans avidly sought the manufacturing secret for making it but were unsuccessful until the late Qing. Englishmen such as Francis Bacon had at one time thought that porcelain developed from an "artificial cement" buried in the earth for a long time, not unlike Chinese views of the formation of amber (). John Donne considered buried clay the source for porcelain. Song Yingxing's (1587-1666) 1637
Heavenly Crafts for Opening Things up to Practical Use ( ) had included a section on pottery-making, but because the work described procedures for government monopolies the work was not available publicly, except for portions reproduced in the early eighteenth 
